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Abstract
This paper presents a one dimensional model for the gas dynamics in a chimney. This
is a prototype example of a small Mach number ﬂow with strong heat sources. Due to
the small Mach number of the gas ﬂow an asymptotic model is derived from a fully
compressible model, which then is compared to the original model and to the often
used Boussinesq approximation. The Boussinesq approximation is shown to be
inappropriate for this application, whereas the small Mach number asymptotic model
we propose is shown to be a very good approximation. In particular it allows very fast
numerical simulations. Finally, all this is underlined by numerical simulations where
we validate the various models.
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1 Introduction
Chimneys are typical representatives of the beginning of the industrial era in the th
century. However there is a much longer story behind. Starting from the th century
chimneys were build and used to channel away smoke and hot air. Nowadays chimneys
are common presences in our everyday life, from industrial applications to the heating
systems in our houses. Just to give some examples, we can think to modern heating systems, whit diﬀerent kinds of fuel, and also to Controlled Ventilation Systems, where the
basic principle of chimney is used, often with the help of a fan, to keep an healthy level of
oxygen in modern buildings [].
Here by chimney we mean a vertical structure for venting into the outside atmosphere
hot ﬂue gases produced e.g. in a combustion process like in a boiler, in a stove, in a furnace
or in a ﬁreplace. The underlying main physical principles are well understood. Therefore it
is considered only a technical issue to give precise and quantitative predictions of the gas
dynamics in a chimney. On one hand there is huge technological know how (for example
see [] and []) with empirical formulas for very speciﬁc situations based on restrictive
(often unrealistic) assumptions. On the other hand one can ﬁnd sophisticated CFD gasdynamics simulations based on time expensive numerical simulations. There seems to be
a peculiar lack of models in between these two extreme areas, i.e. models which are physically reasonably realistic and numerically cheap at the same time. This paper goes exactly
in this direction.
When describing the gas dynamics in a chimney a few crucial facts can be identiﬁed.
• The ﬂow is driven by density gradients (buoyancy force).
© 2013 Felaco and Gasser; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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• The ﬂow velocities are slow compared to the speed of sound.
• The temperature diﬀerences are big and decisive for the ﬂow behaviour.
Small ﬂow velocities indicate an incompressible model. In combination with the buoyancy
as driving force a model with variable density is necessary. In such a context a widely used
approach is the Boussinesq approximation going back originally to Boussinesq [] with
later justiﬁcations by Bois, Zeytounian etc. (see e.g. [–] and citations therein). However
we will show that here a Boussinesq type approach is not appropriate. As an alternative
we use a variable density low Mach number model (see [–] for the non isentropic or
the non isothermal cases) adapted to this approximation which results to be realistic and
numerically cheap at the same time.
The aim of the paper is to study the ﬂow dynamics both qualitatively and quantitatively.
A common measure for the quality of the full process in a chimney is the draft in the
chimney. And the draft in the chimney depends e.g. on the heat source, on the chimney
geometry, on the chimney friction and heat loss parameters, on the outside meteorological
situation etc.
In Section  we describe the underlying equations. In Section  we will scale the equation and identify various asymptotic regions. In Section  we discuss the non validity of a
Boussinesq type model and propose a variable density low Mach number model. Finally
in Section  we will provide several numerical examples, ﬁrst using simulations on a full
system of equations as a reference to underline the validity of our approach, and then
analysing in more details the dependence on the parameters.

2 The model
We describe the motion of smoke and ﬂue gases produced by combustion trough a chimney. An ideal example that we can have in mind is that of a home ﬁreplace (Figure ),
but the model applies to a great variety of other cases (modern heating and ventilation
systems, industrial chimneys etc.).
The fresh cold air enters at the base of the structure and, after ﬂowing through a small
section of the chimney, it reaches the ﬁreplace. There a combustion process takes place
and the air gains some heat and mass (in the combustion process the air mixture typically
looses oxygen and gains carbon dioxide and water vapor, the total variation resulting in an
net increase of the air mass). As a result the density decreases and the velocity increases.
The hot air smoke mixture enters the main part of the chimney, where the so called chimney eﬀect acts as the main driving force. Clearly, in that part there are also other eﬀects like
friction and heat losses. Finally the hot air smoke mixture exits at the top of the structure.
We assume that the main dynamics acts in vertical direction, as we do not expect signiﬁcant ﬂow phenomena in other directions. Then almost all gas particles experience the
Figure 1 Basic setting of the chimney and the ﬁreplace.
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same when passing through the structure. Therefore we describe the gas dynamics by a
one dimensional model, where the single dimension x starts at the base of the structure
and follows the air ﬂow towards the top of the chimney. All quantities under consideration have to be interpreted as mean values over the cross sectional area. However, this
approach still allows to consider variable cross sections e.g. a larger cross section in the
ﬁre place area.
Keeping in mind the above considerations and simpliﬁcations we start with a one dimensional fully compressible model. Let ρ̃, ũ, p̃ and T̃ be respectively the density, the velocity,
the pressure and the temperature of the air ﬂow, all averaged on the cross section Ã and
functions of space x̃ and time t̃. The space variable x̃ is zero at the bottom of the structure
and its positive direction points toward the chimney top. We consider an unscaled version
of the Euler equations of gas dynamics with a balance equation for mass
(Ãρ̃)t̃ + (Ãρ̃ ũ)x̃ = Ãm̃,

()

a balance equation for momentum
 

λ
˜ fan Ã ,
Ãρ̃ ũ|ũ| + p
(Ãρ̃ ũ)t̃ + Ã ρ̃ ũ + p̃ x̃ = Ãx̃ p̃ – Ãg ρ̃ –
D
L

()

and a balance equation for energy
 
  


p̃ ρ̃ ũ
p̃ ρ̃ ũ
Ã cv +
+ g ρ̃ h̃
+ g ρ̃ h̃ + Ãp̃ũ
+ Ãũ cv +
R

R

x̃
t̃
k
= Ãq̃ – (T̃ – T̃w ) – Ãσ (T̃ – T̃w ) .


()

This system is completed by the ideal gas law
p̃ = Rρ̃ T̃.
In () the term on the right hand side m̃ is due to the additionally produced gas in the combustion process as a consequence of the oxygen consumption. We will propose a model
for this mass variation in the next section.
The term –Ãg ρ̃ on the right hand side of equation () describes the gravitational force
which is volume dependent and so linearly dependent on the cross section. The friction on
λ
the surface of the chimney walls is described by – D
Ãρ̃ ũ|ũ| where λ is the friction factor
and

D =  Ã/π
is the so called hydraulic diameter. Realistic values for λ can be found in literature, see, for
example [].
In case of an additional fan (for example in low temperature chimneys) a pressure gain
˜ fan /L is introduced, where L is the reference value for the length of the chimney.
term p
In the energy equation () h = h(x) is the height of the structure and cv is the speciﬁc heat
of dry air at constant volume. On the right hand side of () we have the heat source term
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due to the combustion process Ãq̃, the heat loss trough the chimney walls – k (T̃ – T̃w ) and
the energy loss due to thermal radiation –Ãσ (T̃ – T̃w ) . Here T̃w is the wall temperature,
k depends on the cross section and on the heat loss coeﬃcient α according the relation

k = α Ãπ.
A typical description for the heat loss coeﬃcient is
α = St(cv + R)ρ̃ ũ,
where St = λ/ is the Stanton number []. Using average density and velocity values we
can compute α. Note that in Section  we will use slightly smaller α values to take into
account the presence of insulating materials typically used in chimney walls [, , , ].
Finally σ = . × – J s– m– K– is the thermal radiation coeﬃcient (Stefan’s
constant).

2.1 Modelling the mass loss and the heat source
We assume both terms m̃ and q̃ depending on the air ﬂow ρ̃ ũ. Assuming that in the ﬁreplace there is always enough fuel, the reaction rate depends on the amount of oxygen
available for the combustion process. The amount of oxygen (being a ﬁxed percentage in
the air) is linearly dependent on the mass ﬂow. Thus we set
q̃ = c̃q ρ̃|ũ|
and
m̃ = c̃m ρ̃|ũ|,
where c̃m and c̃q are a mass variation and a heat production coeﬃcient. To determine
reasonable values to these coeﬃcients we recall that burning wood produces ∼  J/kg of
thermal energy ([, ] and []), while chimneys used for heating in common handholds
have usually a power of  kW [, ]. Considering this and taking into account the
reference values for density and velocity, we will use a heat production coeﬃcient c̃q ∼
 – kg m/s .
As for the mass variation in the air, there are diﬀerent possible approaches []. We can
consider the burning reaction and compare the wood mass loss with the mass gain in the
air, and then use the results from [] and []. Otherwise we can use the experimental
results on the oxygen variation in air after combustion. We will use c̃m ∼ – /m.

3 Scaling
Now we scale the problem. Every quantity z̃ is associated by z̃ = zr z to a dimensionless
quantity z, where we use the sub-index r to indicate the reference values. Similar, every
function f˜ is related by fr f (x, t) = f˜ (x̃, t̃) to a dimensionless function f . Realistic reference
values are listed in Table .
In this way we obtain the scaled model
ρt + (ρu)x = –

Ax
ρu + cm ρ|u|,
A

()
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Table 1 Scaling table with typical reference values
Quantity

Reference value

Typical reference value

x
t
A
h
u
p
T

xr = L
tr
Ar
L
ur = L/tr
pr
Tr = Tw
ρr = pr /(RTr )
qr = c̃q ρr ur
mr = c̃m ρr ur

10 m
20 s
0.07 m2
10 m
0.5 m/s
101,328 kg/(m s2 )
263 K (= –10◦ C)
1.3 kg/m3
5 × 105 W/m3
5 × 10–2 kg/(s m3 )

ρ
q
m

Table 2 Constants
Constant

Value

g
R
cv

9.81 m/s2
287 m2 /(s2 K)
718 m2 /(s2 K)
1.4
5.6704 × 10–8 J s–1 m–2 K–4

γ
σ



ξ
px = –cm ρ|u|u –  ρ – √ ρu|u| + pfan ,

γM
Fr
A




γ M (γ – )
ρu
p + γ M (γ – )
+
ρh

Fr
t
 


γ M (γ – )

ρu

+
Au p + γ M (γ – )
+
ρh + (γ – )Aup
A

Fr
ρut + ρuux +

= cq ρ|u| – a

()

x

(T – Tw )
– rT  ,
√
A

()

while the state equation becomes
p = ρT.

()

(Here ρr := pr /RTr , see Table .)
We introduced the dimensionless constants
γ=

cv + R
,
cv


pr
=
,
γ M ρr ur


L
= g,
Fr ur

where M is the Mach-number and Fr is the Froude-number. Moreover we deﬁne
√
λ πL
ξ= √ ,
 Ar

pfan =


˜ fan ,
p
ρr ur

r=

tr Tr σ
(γ – )
pr

and
cm = c̃m L,

c̃q (γ – )ρr L
cq =
,
pr

√
αTr πtr
a= √
(γ – ).
Ar pr

In Table  we remember the values of the constants used in the model.
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We note that in our setting M ∼ – and therefore M ∼  . In addition we have Fr ∼
– and therefore Fr ∼  . These facts suggest to perform an asymptotic analysis with
the intention to further simplify the model.

3.1 Initial and boundary conditions
Equations ()-() need to be endowed with the appropriate initial and boundary conditions. We assign initial data for the velocity u, the density ρ and the pressure p:
u(x, ) = u (x),

ρ(x, ) = ρ (x),

p(x, ) = p (x)

()

and boundary condition for p:
p(, t) = pl ,

p(, t) = pr ,

()

where pl and pr are, respectively, pressure at the bottom and pressure at the top of the
structure.
Finally, as the density ρ satisﬁes a transport equation, we prescribe inﬂow conditions:
ρ(, t) = ρl
ρ(, t) = ρr

if u(, t) > ,
if u(, t) < .

()

We still need to assign reasonable values to pl , pr , ρl and ρr . Thus we study the gasdynamics
outside the structure. Assuming a stationary state without sources and chimney eﬀects we
have from the equations ()-()
(ρh u)x = ,


ρh uux + (ph )x = –  ρh ,
ε
Fr
 

ρh u ε(γ – )
+
u ph + ε(γ – )
ρ
h
+ (γ – )uph
h

Fr

()
= ,
x

where ρh and ph are the outside density and pressure. If in addition we assume no ﬂow
(i.e. u = ) we obtain the scaled adiabatic formulas for density, pressure and temperature
[, ]

 γ –
M
,
ρh = ρh  – (γ – )  h(x)
Fr

 γγ–
M
ph = ph  – (γ – )  h(x)
,
Fr


M
Th = Th  – (γ – )  h(x) .
Fr

()

()
()

Remember that in a vertical setting the height is h(x) = x, x =  at the bottom, x axis oriented toward the top of the chimney. In our scaling the values at the bottom are given by
ρh =  and ph = .
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Now we can complete () and () imposing:
pl = ph |x= = ,
ρl = ρh |x= = ,


 γ
M γ –
pr = ph |x= =  – (γ – ) 
,
Fr
 

M γ –
ρr = ρh |x= =  – (γ – ) 
.
Fr

()

()

Thus the problem to solve consists of the equations ()-(), the initial conditions (), the
boundary condition () and () speciﬁed in () and ().

4 Asymptotics
In the previous section we encountered two small parameters, the Mach number M ∼ –
and the Froude number Fr ∼ – . In our application they seem to be of a diﬀerent order
of magnitude. Therefore we do not consider the so called quasistatic case
M ≈ Fr  .
However, the cases
Fr ≈ M  ,

()

and
Fr ﬁxed,

M

()

should not be ruled out. The case () leads to the so called Boussinesq approximation, the
case () is known as the small Mach number limit. Both approximations are widely used,
see [–] and citations therein for the Boussinesq approximation. For the small Mach
number approximation in general (non isentropic and non isothermal) see [–, ], for
numerical issues see [–] and references therein. For a variety of one dimensional applications similar to the one in this paper see [–]. In the literature (for example in
[]) the Boussinesq number is deﬁned as B = M /Fr . Both cases () and () refer to the
limit B → , whereas the quasistatic case would correspond to a limit with B → B = .
In the following for sake of simplicity we neglect the terms involving the fan and the
radiation energy. Also, we deal with a vertical chimney such that h(x) = x holds. We start
with the classical Boussinesq approximation.

4.1 Boussinesq approximation
In this section we assume M ≈ Fr and set c = FrM = O(). The following derivation mimics
the asymptotic derivation of the Boussinesq approximation presented by [] extended to
the case with mass losses, heat sources etc. (see also Remark  at the end of this section).
Note that from the state equation we get T = ρp so that we consider the equations ()() for the unknowns ρ, p and u. For z = ρ, p, u, we start with the following asymptotic
expansion in the small Mach number M
 
z(x, t) = z() (x, t) + z() (x, t)M + z() (x, t)M + O M ,
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to obtain in ()-() a hierarchy of equations.
From () in O(M ) and O(M ) we obtain


Ax
ρt() + ρ () u() x = – ρ  u + cm ρ () u() ,
A




Ax  () ()
()  () ()
() ()
ρ u + ρ () u() .
ρt + ρ u + ρ u x = cm –
A

()
()

From () in O(M– ), O(M– ), O(M ) we get
p()
x = ,

()

()
p()
x = –γ cρ ,

()

() () ()
ρ () u()
t + ρ u ux +

 ()
ξ
px = –cm ρ () u() u() – cρ () – √ ρ () u() u() .
γ
A

()

From () in O(M ) and O(M ) we obtain



()

p





t

() ()

+ γu p

() ()

+ cm ρ u T

()



()

( ρp() – Tw )
Ax () () () ()
= – γρ p cq ρ u – a √
,
x
A
A

()



 
p() + c(γ – )γρ () x t + – Aγ u() p() + u() p() x
A


= cq ρ

()

()

u

+ρ

()

()

u



–a

p()
ρ ()

()

– (ρρ() )
.
√
A

()

Expanding the boundary conditions () we ﬁnd
p(, t) = ,

 γ
p(, t) =  – (γ – )cM γ – =  – γ cM + γ c M ,
and we deduce
p() (, t) = ,

p() (, t) = ,

p() (, t) = ,

p() (, t) = –cγ ,

p() (, t) = ,

p() (, t) = +γ c .

In a similar way, the inﬂow condition for ρ () and ρ () are given by
ρ () (, t) =  if u(, t) > ,

ρ () (, t) = 

ρ () (, t) =  if u(, t) > ,

ρ () (, t) = –c

if u(, t) < ,
if u(, t) < .

The main assumption in the classical Boussinesq approximation is a constant leading order density ρ () = , where the value is ﬁxed to  due to the (scaled) boundary data. From
(), () and the boundary and inﬂow conditions we conclude
p() (x, t) ≡ ,

 
p() = p() ρ () = –γ cρ () x.
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This leads in () and () to the contradiction
() ()
u()
u ,
x = cm ρ
()

u()
x

= cq ρ

()

()

u

( ρp() – Tw )
–a √
.
A

This means that a mass loss or a heat source of order one is not compatible with the Boussinesq assumption of a constant leading order density. This is reasonable since order one
mass loss or heat source terms are supposed to induce signiﬁcant order one changes in
the density (and therefore in temperature). We conclude that the Boussinesq approximation is NOT applicable in our case of signiﬁcant mass losses or heat source. Therefore in
Section . we pass to the small Mach number asypmtotics.
Remark  Only for small mass losses and heat sources, i.e. in the case
cm = O(M),

cq = O(M),

a = O(M)

the Boussinesq approximation would be applicable and we obtain the well known ‘incom()
pressibility’ condition u()
= u() (t). Then () and () become the two
x =  and a u
()
equations for the perturbations u and ρ () . Finally ρ () enters in the buoyancy term on
the right hand side of ().
For simplicity let’s assume the very simple case cm = cq = a =  corresponding to the
outside case with no sources. Then equation () reduces to
()
u()
x = cu

which gives in ()
 
ρt() + u() ρ () x = –cu() .
Assuming positive velocities u() and the boundary condition ρ () (, t) =  gives the long
time behaviour
ρ () (x, t) = –cx.
Thus
 
 
M
ρ(x, t) =  – Mcx + O M =  –  x + O M
Fr
which are exactly the ﬁrst two terms in the expansion of the adiabatic formula () for the
density. In Section . we come back to these asymptotics when doing numerical comparisons.
Remark  We said that this derivation of the Boussinesq approximation is in the line of
[] which is diﬀerent from the more classical asymptotic derivations going back to [, ].
In fact in [, ] a multiple scale analysis is used to obtain the ﬁnal equations. However,
the non applicability of the Boussinesq approximation in our application is independent
of the chosen approach. For details on the diﬀerences between the approaches see [].
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4.2 Small Mach number approximation
Here we keep the Froude number Fr ﬁxed and consider only the Mach number to be small.
This limit is well known (see citations at the beginning of this section). Note again that
from the state equation we get T = p/ρ so that we consider only the equations ()-() for
the unknowns ρ, p and u.
Since the equations ()-() only contain M (and not M itself ) for z = ρ, p, u, we make
an Ansatz of an asymptotic expansion in the small parameter M
 
z(x, t) = z() (x, t) + z() (x, t)M + O M ,
which leads again to a hierarchy of equations. From () in O(M ) we have


Ax
ρt() + ρ () u() x = – ρ () u() + cm ρ () u() .
A

()

From () in O(M– ) and O(M ) we obtain
p()
x = ,

()

() () ()
ρ () u()
t + ρ u ux +

 ()

ξ
p = –cm ρ () u() u() –  ρ () – √ ρ () u() u() .
γ x
Fr
A

()

Finally () gives in O(M )
()

( ρp() – Tw )


() ()
() ()
γ Au p x = cq ρ u – a √
(p )t +
,
A
A
where we used T () = p() /ρ () .
The boundary conditions for p can be expanded
p(, t) = ,

 γ
M γ –
M
p(, t) =  – (γ – ) 
≈–γ ,
Fr
Fr
from which we obtain
p() (, t) = ,

p() (, t) = ,

p() (, t) = ,

p() (, t) = –

()
γ
.
Fr

()

In a similar way we get the inﬂow conditions for ρ () :
ρ () (, t) =  if u(, t) > ,

ρ () (, t) = 

if u(, t) < .

()

From the boundary condition () on p() and from the O(M– ) relation () obtained
from the momentum equation, we conclude p() (x, t) ≡ . Therefore we are left with three
unknowns, ρ () , u() , p() satisfying a set of three equations


Ax
ρt() + ρ () u() x = – ρ () u() + cm ρ () u() ,
A

()
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  () 
p x
γ

ρ ()
ξ
– √ ρ () u() u() ,
Fr
A


A
a

x ()
() ()
.
u
=
–γ
+
c
ρ
–
T
u
–
γ u()
√
q
w
x
A
A ρ ()
= –cm ρ () u() u() –

()
()

These equations have to be completed with initial data for ρ () , u() and boundary conditions () for p() and () for ρ () .
Note that ρ () is not constant and describes eventually big density changes which imply
big temperature changes. The same holds for u() . Contrary to the Boussinesq approximation we encounter no contradiction with order one mass loss or heat source terms.
Therefore we proceed with this set of equations in the following sections.
As we can see in ()-(), the model contains  parameters which have to be chosen
appropriately, i.e. cm , cq , ξ and a. The former two parameters depend on the chemistry
of the ﬁre, the latter two (friction and heat loss) only on the construction of the chimney. The quality of quantitative results obtained by this model depends on the precision of knowledge of the  mentioned parameters. By the way, this problem is in common with all approaches, in particular also with all the sophisticated CFD ones. The
model, being  dimensional and not fully compressible, allows - as we will see also in
the examples - fast simulations. Fast direct simulations are the basis of any optimisation strategy. In the planning stage of a chimney the diameter of the chimney, the height
of the chimney, the size of the allowed heat loss etc. are typical parameters to be optimised.

5 Numerical simulations
5.1 A reformulation of the small Mach number equations
We are now interested in solving numerically equations ()-() with initial data () for
ρ () and u() , boundary conditions () for p() and inﬂow conditions () for ρ () .
First we notice that it is more convenient to consider the air pressure in relation to the
atmospheric pressure. So, if we call pac = pac() + M pac() + O(M ) the altitude corrected
pressure, given by




 
γ
pac = p – ph = p() –  + M p() +  x + O M
Fr
we obtain
Ax
ρu + cm ρ|u|,
A
  ac() 
(ρ – )
ξ
p
= –cm ρ|u|u –
– √ ρu|u| + pfan ,
ρut + ρuux +
x

γ
Fr
A
  


Ax
a

γ ux = –γ u + cq ρ|u| – √
– Tw – r
,
A
ρ
A ρ
ρt + (ρu)x = –

()
()
()

where we dropped the index () for ρ () and u() . The boundary conditions for the altitude
corrected pressure are given by pac (, t) = pac (, t) = . From now on we drop the superscript ac.
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Also, here we included again the additional fan and the radiation term, that were previously neglected for sake of simplicity.
We reformulate ()-() in order to simplify and in particular to obtain a system of
evolution equations. First we integrate () in space on (, x), and deﬁne a new function
v(t) := A()u(, t); then we rewrite () using (); ﬁnally we integrate () in space on
(, ).
In this way we get

u(x, t) –

v(t)

=
A(x) γ A(x)

x

A(y)cq ρ(y, t) u(y, t) dy


 



dy,
– Tw + r
ρ(y, t)
ρ(y, t)


 

r



a
ρt + uρx = – ρcq ρ|u| + cm ρ|u| + √ ρ
– Tw + ρ
,
γ
ρ
γ
ρ
γ A
 
–




–
ρA
ρuux dx +
cm ρ|u|u dx + 
(ρ – ) dx
vt = –
Fr 



 x





ξ
ρ
p()
+
–
pfan dx +
Acq ρ|u| t dy
√ ρu|u| dx +
γ
γ
A
A





 
  
x √ 
x



a A  ρt dy + 
rA
ρ dy dx ,
+
 t
ρ
ρ
ρ


–


γ A(x)

x


a A(y)



()
()

()

where p() = (p() (, t) – p() (, t)) = .
Thus we have to solve a PDE for the density ρ(x, t), an ODE for v(t), both evolution
equations, and an integral equation for u(x, t).
Finally we have to discuss how the initial, boundary and inﬂow conditions translate in
terms of these new equations.
The initial data () can be transformed in initial data for equations ()-(), while the
boundary conditions for the pressure are included in equation (). The inﬂow conditions
() for the density stay unaltered.
To solve equations (), () and () we use
• an explicit upwind for the PDE for ρ in (),
• an explicit time step for the ODE for v in (),
• an explicit time step for the integral equation for u in ().
In what follows i will be the index for the space discretization and n the one for the time
discretization; moreover, for the sake of brevity, we summarize equations (), () and
() as
u=

v
+ Fu [ρ, u],
A

ρt = –uρx + Fρ [ρ, u],
vt = Fv [ρ, ρt , u, ux , ut ],
where Fu , Fρ , Fv are the right hand sides of (), (), (), respectively.
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Table 3 Geometrical data
Value
Chimney length before the ﬁre place
Fire place height
Chimney length after the ﬁre place
Chimney radius
Fireplace radius

0.5 m
0.5 m
7m
0.125 m
0.25 m

Here the cross section A depends on the radius as A = π r2 .

With this notation, the explicit upwind for the PDE for ρ in () is given by:
n
n


 ρi+
 ρin – ρi–
– ρin   n
ρin+ – ρin   n
+ ui – uni
+ ui + uni
= Fρ ρin , uni .
t

x

x

To solve the explicit time step for the ODE for v in (), we use:

n
n
 ρi+
 ρin – ρi–


– ρin   n

vn+ – vn
= F ρin , – uni – uni
– ui + uni
+ Fρ ρin , uni ,
t

x

x
uni , –

 uni+ – uni
 uni – uni– uni – un–

 n
i
ui – uni
– uni + uni
,
.

x

x
t

Finally, we compute

un+
=
i



vn+
+ Fu ρin , uni .
Ai

The integrals involved are solved by summation. To use

(uni –un–
i )
t

at the starting time (level

n = ), we prescribe (the same) initial values for u also at a level n = –.
To assure stability of the scheme we only need to check CFL condition for the upwind
scheme. This method is the simplest reasonable choice (from a numerical point of view)
and promises to be fast. We will see that this simple choice already guarantees numerical
robustness. In the future we plan to study more sophisticated numerical approaches to
simulate our set of equations.
To be more precise we expect to be (much) faster than the corresponding simulations on
the full set of compressible equations ()-(). This is due to the fact that the CFL condition
in the compressible equations ()-() is very restrictive due to big sound speed (due to the
small Mach number). Contrary to that the CFL condition in ()-() is determined by the
ﬂow velocity (which is of order one) and allows much bigger time steps. In addition every
time step in the asymptotic model consists of an ODE and a single PDE timestep, whereas
in the fully compressible model we have a time step in a coupled system of three PDE’s. In
a similar context a precise comparison of the numerical eﬀort was presented [].
In the following examples we will use as geometrical data for our structure those given
in Table ; we will study the dependence on these data in Section ..
We will run our simulations with ﬁnal time T =  s since within this time range the
stationary state is reached in all our examples.
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Table 4 Data for basic examples

Friction factor
Heat loss coeﬃcient
Constant for heat exchange
Constant for mass loss
Wall temperature

Symbol

Value

λ
α

1
0
6 × 105 kg m/s2
10–2 m
–10◦ C

c̃q
c̃m
Tw

5.2 Example 1: Basic description - comparisons with other models
At ﬁrst we would like to compare the results obtained from our model, with those obtained
from the Boussinesq approximation ()-() and from the full system ()-(), which will
be used as our reference.
For the Boussinesq approximation, we consider equations ()-() and assume
cm = Mc̃m ,

cq = Mc̃q ,

a = Mã,

with c̃m , q̃m , ã of order . If we also assume ρ () = , trough computation similar to those
used for the small Mach number case in Section ., we get:


ξ () () Ax  () 
p()
()
u
–
=   dx
cρ + √ u u –
dx ,
γ
A
A

 A


c̃q
ã
u() – γ cu() + √ ( – Tw ).
ρt() + u() ρx() = c̃m –
γ
γ A
u()
t



()
()

Here p() = (p() (, t) – p() (, t)) = , where we used the altitude corrected pressure; the
boundary conditions are those obtained in Section .. To solve these equations we use an
explicit upwind scheme for ρ () and an explicit time step for u() .
Solving ()-() we will be able to compute the unknowns in the zero order approximation, i.e.
ρ ∼ ρ () ,

p ∼ p() ,

T ∼ T () =

p()
,
ρ ()

u = u() ,

()

where only the velocity is not constant. In the ﬁrst order approximation we have
ρ ∼ ρ () + Mρ () ,

p ∼ p() + Mp() ,

T = T () + T () M =

p() + p() M
.
ρ () + ρ () M

()

In order to solve the full system ()-(), we use the standard technique of splitting the
problem into two sub-problems, solving ﬁrst the hyperbolic conservation law by an upwind scheme, and then solving the ODE for the source term with an explicit Euler scheme.
In this case, we choose to use a ﬁrst order scheme in order to have a reasonable comparison
with the result obtained from the other two models.
For simplicity, we consider a basic example with no heat loss through the chimney walls
and constant cross section. We consider the values for our parameters as given in Table .
As for the initial data, we consider u (x) ≡ , ρ (x) = ρh (x) and, in the case of the full
system, p (x) = ph (x).
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Figure 2 Temperature. Simulations for data as in
Table 4. While the results obtained with the full
system and the system of equations reduced via
small Mach number approximation, coincide, the
results obtained with the Boussinesq approximation
are unreasonable.

Figure 3 Density. Simulations for data as in Table 4.
While the results obtained with the full system and
the system of equations reduced via small Mach
number approximation, coincide, the results
obtained with the Boussinesq approximation are
unreasonable.

Figure 4 Velocity. Simulations for data as in
Table 4. While the results obtained with the full
system and the system of equations reduced via
small Mach number approximation, coincide, the
results obtained with the Boussinesq
approximation are unreasonable.

After a simulation time of few seconds, all three models reach stationary values, and we
can compare the result for velocity, density and temperature of air through the chimney.
For both the small Mach number and the full model we see that the temperature reaches
a value of ◦ C (with T ∼  ) and a velocity of ∼  m/s (Figures -). We have very
good agreement although the simulation time of the small Mach approach is about three
orders of magnitude lower (and faster than real time).
Meanwhile, the Boussinesq approximation gives unrealistic results, involving negative
density (Figure ).
In Figure  after a ﬁrst period where the density is still positive (and positive temperature), also the temperature becomes negative due to (). This is not a numerical problem, but a problem of the wrong asymptotics. The reason is that for strong heat sources
the Boussinesq approximation is a bad approximation since the higher order terms in the
asymptotics are not of higher order but of the same order as the leading order terms.
On the other hand, lowering the heat sources, the Boussinesq approximation becomes
reasonable, in the sense that the density and the temperature are no more negative.
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Figure 5 Temperature and density for no heat source. The results obtained with the (ﬁrst order)
Boussinesq approximation coincide with those obtained with the full system, while the small Mach number
approximation coincides with the zeroth order Boussinesq approach.

Figure 6 Adding heat loss. Data as in Table 4, but with α = 20 W/(m2 K).

When we ﬁnally compare the three models for no heat source, the solutions given from
Boussinesq approximation, that computes the result up to order one, overlap those given
by the full system (Figure ).

5.3 Example 1.2: adding heat loss
Now we concentrate on the results obtained with our model.
We consider a variable cross section, and add the eﬀect of the heat loss along the last 
meters of the chimney walls setting the heat loss coeﬃcient α =  W/(m K) (see Figure ).
This choice is motivated by the fact that many chimneys are not isolated over the last
meters (at least in older buildings) since there the chimney passes under the roof (which
may be a not heated area) or even outside of the roof. In the heated part of the building
chimneys are typically well isolated.
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Figure 7 Exit velocity as a function of the
chimney radius for three different heat loss
coefﬁcients.

As we can see from Figure , when the air ﬂow passes the ﬁreplace, temperature increases (as density decreases). The wider cross section in the ﬁreplace reduces the velocity.
The stationary state is reached very rapidly.
The maximal velocity and maximal temperature are, respectively,  m/s and ◦ C,
while at the top of the chimney, the exit velocity is about . m/s and the exit temperature
is about ◦ C. All these are reasonable values. In modern chimneys, thanks to the use
of special materials, the friction factor and the heat loss coeﬃcient are kept considerably
smaller, such that for small heat sources there is still a good draft.
We ﬁnally note that adding the radiation term in the energy equation does not aﬀect
the previous results since the Stefan constant is too small. Or in other words, the reached
temperature is too low to induce signiﬁcant losses due to radiation.

5.4 Example 2: effects of the geometry
Here we show how the draft velocity depends - for ﬁxed cross sectional area at the ﬁreplace
- on the geometry of the structure.
Figure  shows the dependence on the radius of the chimney (for three diﬀerent values of
the heat loss coeﬃcient α). For a small diameter the surface eﬀects dominate. Therefore
for a small diameter the friction losses are dominant. For bigger diameters the surface
eﬀects become less important. Then increasing the diameter the draft is decreasing since
the total buoyancy force is distributed over a bigger cross section. As a ﬁnal result there is
an optimal diameter for which a maximal value for the velocity is reached.
On the other side we can vary the eﬀective length of the chimney i.e. the length of the
chimney above the ﬁre place. In Figure  the result for two diﬀerent values of heat loss
coeﬃcient is given. We assume heat loss only in the last part of the chimney (/ of the
total eﬀective length), all the other data are as in the previous example. In a short chimney
the buoyancy force is too low, in a very high chimney the friction losses dominate. Again,
there is an optimal eﬀective length for which the velocity reaches a maximum.
5.5 Example 3: dependence on the friction factor
In Examples  and  we noticed the dependence of the draft on the heat loss coeﬃcient α.
Here we discuss the dependence on another surface eﬀect, the friction factor λ. It is not
surprising that increasing the friction factor the draft velocity decreases. In Figure  we
choose the logarithm of the exit velocity, to underline the sensitivity on small variations
in the friction factor value.
5.6 Example 4: external inﬂuences
Finally we model the presence of strong winds on the chimney top that may interfere with
the hot gas ﬂowing out of the structure.
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Figure 8 Exit velocity as a function of the
effective length for two different heat loss
coefﬁcients.

Figure 9 Exit velocity as a function of the friction
factor (on a logarithmic scale).

Figure 10 Exit temperature as a function of the
external pressure on top of the chimney. In the
dark blue area in the lower right part no updraft in
the chimney is possible. In the upper left part the
chimney is active.

We assume that the pressure variation at the top of the chimney due to wind refers
mainly to horizontal wind directions. In case of a vertical wind component there would
be an inﬂuence on the direction of the vertical part of the velocity but, thanks to rotational
symmetry, no inﬂuence on the direction of the horizontal part is expected.
So we simulate the outside wind by increasing the external pressure.
The results are shown in Figure  where we draw the gas temperature as a function of
the ﬁre strength (represented by the heat production coeﬃcient) over the added external
pressure. In the dark blue area in the lower right part the outside pressure is too high for
the given ﬁre strength and no updraft in the chimney is possible. In the upper left part the
chimney is active. There, a higher ﬁre strength induces a higher gas temperature. A higher
gas temperature induces more buoyancy. Therefore the chimney works even for stronger
winds (i.e. higher outside pressures).
Another outside parameter is the external temperature. As we are working with the assumption of constant pressure, when modifying the external temperature we modify the
reference values Tr and ρr (see Table ). Consequently we modify the heat production co-
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Figure 11 Exit velocity as a function of the
external temperature for three different heat
loss parameters.

eﬃcient c̃q (see deﬁnition of c̃q in Section ). Thus, increasing the external temperature
decreases the air velocity (Figure ). This result agrees with empirical experience.

6 Conclusions
This paper proposes a small Mach number model to describe the gas dynamics in a chimney. It is shown that in this small Mach number application with strong heat sources the
Boussinesq approach is not adequate. However, other small Mach number asymptotic
models are shown to be a very good and fast alternative to a fully compressible model.
A numerical scheme is proposed and completed with numerical simulations. Being a compromise between highly sophisticated CFD simulations and basic empirical formulas this
approach is appropriate to perform parameter studies or to apply parameter studies (e.g.
diameter, height, heat loss etc.) or to apply control procedures.
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